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Let R denote a commutative Noetherian ring with unit. In this paper we 
are concerned with ideals generated by linear forms a, = x7!, ajiXj 
(1 < i < n) in the polynomial ring R[X,,..., X,] = R [Xl, or, which is the 
same thing, with symmetric algebras of finitely generated R-modules. Thus, 
with S denoting the quotient ring R[X]/(a, ,..., a,), Spec S + Spec R is a 
family of linear subspaces of codimension <n in the m-dimensional affine 
space. In Section 1 we give a necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of 
the grades of the determinantal ideals of the m x n matrix A = (aji), for 
Spec S to be globally of codimension n in A;, i.e., for (a, ,..., a,) to be a 
complete intersection of grade n in R[X]. 
These conditions imply, in particular, that the linear forms a, are linearly 
independent over R, so that S in such cases is the symmetric algebra of a 
FFR module of projective dimension <l, having m generators and n 
relations. The interest in symmetric algebras of such modules seems to have 
been aroused by the well-known paper of Samuel [ 171, in which he proves 
that if R is Cohen-Macaulay and a domain (resp. a factorial domain) and 
n = 1, the corresponding properties are inherited by the symmetric algebra, 
provided grade (a,, ,..., u,i) > 2 (resp. >3). Hochster [ 121 has shown the 
Cohen-Macaulay assumption to be superfluous. Most recently, for 
Cohen-Macaulay domains and arbitrary n Huneke [ 141 has given necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the integrity of the symmetric algebra. 
Guided by the statement of Huneke’s result, we establish in Section 2 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the q-torsion freeness of the 
symmetric powers S#4) (t > 1) of a module A4 of projective dimension <l 
with well-defined rank over an arbitrary Noetherian ring R. The results 
mentioned above can be recovered and extended by suitable specializations 
of this theorem. 
In the third section we study the ring S/Z,,(A) S: its spectrum is the inverse 
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image in Spec S of the “discriminantal locus” of the family Spec S + Spec R, 
i.e., of those points of Spec R, over which the libre is a linear subspace of 
codimension strictly smaller than n. We write down free resolutions for the 
symmetric powers of M/Z,(A) M viewed as an R-module and give conditions 
which imply its q-torsion freeness as an R/Z,(A)-module. As an application 
we prove, in the generic case, the normality of some singularities studied by 
Northcott [ 161, Herzog [ 111, and Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [ 7 1, and 
compute their divisor class group. 
In the last section we concentrate on the symmetric, Rees, and associated 
graded algebras of an ideal of projective dimension one. The results obtained 
there extend and complete those of 14 I. In the generic case we compute the 
class groups of the graded algebras. 
Conventions. Rings are Noetherian and modules are finitely generated. 
The grade of an ideal I# R is the length of a maximal R-sequence it 
contains, and grade R = 0~). The ideal Z is a complete intersection if it can be 
generated by grade Z elements. The ring R is said to be locally a complete 
intersection if the completions of its localizations at all prime (or 
equivalently, maximal, cf. [ 21) ideals are homomorphic images of regular 
local rings (via Cohen structure theory) modulo complete intersection ideals. 
For an m x n matrix A, Z,(A) is the ideal generated by the k x k minors of A 
when 1 < k< min(m, n); by definition, Z,(A) = R and Z,(A) = 0 for 
k > min(m, n). For a homomorphism (D of free modules, Z,(p) denotes the 
ideal Z,(A), where A is the matrix of q for some choice of bases. 
1. COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS GENERATED BY LINEAR FORMS 
The following result seems to have been bypassed in the existing literature 
despite (or maybe because of) its basic simplicity. 
PROPOSITION 1. The linear forms 
ai = $j ajiXj, l<i<n, 
j=1 
generate a complete intersection of grade n in R [X] if and only if the deter- 
minantal ideals of the matrix A = (aji) satisfy the conditions 
gradeZ,(A)>n-kf 1, l<k<n. 
Proof. Since (a, ,..., a,) c (X, ,..., X,), neither statement can hold if 
m < n; hence the result is trivially true in this case. In the sequel we shall 
assume 1 < n < m. 
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Suppose the inequalities on the grades are satisfied. Since it is a 
straightforward and well-known fact that II, is a nonzero-divisor if and only 
if grade (a,, ,..., a,,) 2 1, we can assume by induction the statement of the 
proposition proved for n - 1 > 1 elements. Let Q be a prime ideal of R [X] 
associated to a maximal R [Xl-regular sequence in (a, ,..., a,) and containing 
the uts. In this case grade Q = grade QR [Xl, = grade (a, ,..., a,) R [Xl,, 
hence it is sufficient to prove that this integer cannot be smaller than n. 
Assuming it is, the condition grade I,(A) > n implies that some uji = a is not 
in Q. By elementary transformations over R, of the matrix A, which involve 
a linear change of the indeterminates X, ,..., X, to Y, ,..., Y,,, we can assume 
the ideal (a, ,..., u,,)~ generated by Y, and b, ,..., b,, bi = cJ’=, bjiYj E 
R,[Y, >...> Y,]. Obviously I,(A), = I,-,(B), B = (bji); hence by the induction 
hypothesis 6, ,..., b, generate a complete intersection of grade n - 1 in R,[ Y]. 
Multiplication by Y, being clearly injective on R,[ Y]/(b,,..., b,), we obtain 
grade(u, ,..., u”)~ = n; hence grade(u, ,..., a,) R [Xl, > n, which gives the 
resuired contradiction. 
In order to establish the “only if’ part of the proposition, we first note a 
well-known elementary lemma: cf., e.g., [20, pp. 14-151. The minimal 
number of generators of the R-module N locally at the prime ideal P is 
denoted pp(N): 
PAN) = dim,,,, Np/pNp~ where k(P) = RJPR,. 
LEMMA 2. Let Rq -+” RP + N-r 0 be a free presentation of the R-module 
N. The following conditions on a prime ideal P c R are equivalent: 
(0 p = I,(w); 
(ii) I+.(N) > P - k; 
(iii) P E Supp (1g-‘+‘N. 
In particular, rad Ik(v) = rad ann(AgWk”N); hence grade Zk(v) = 
grade ann(/ii-““N). 
ProoJ: Tensoring the presentation of N with k(P) over R, we get an exact 
sequence of vector spaces k(P)q -+b k(P)P + N,/PN, -+ 0. It follows that 
&(N)>p-kurankIji<koI,(yl)cP, 
hence the equivalence of (i) and (ii). To see that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, 
note the chain of implications: 
PE S~pp/i;-~+‘N00+ (/l;-k+‘N)p=A;;k+‘Np 
u A ,“,; + ‘N,/PN, # 0 o ,+(N) > p - k. 
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Returning to the proof of the proposition, we remark that the Koszul 
complex K on a,,..., a, naturally splits into R-linear subcomplexes, 
homogeneous with respect to the grading obtained by assigning to the 
indeterminates degree 1. Explicitly, denoting by G the free R-module with 
basis X, ,..., X,,, and identifying the graded component of degree t of R[X] 
with S’G = Sk G (S’G = 0 for t < 0), we have for each t a complex: 
0+/1”F@ S’-“G+Ai”-lF’ Sf-“+‘G-+ . . . +F@ S’-‘G-i S’G, 
d(f, A ... A&@,) 
(1-t) 
k=l 
where F is a free R-module of rank n and ~1: F + G is the homomorphism 
defined by A (for some choice of basis of F and the fixed basis of G). 
Denoting by d, the tth differential of the complex (l.t), it follows from the 
definitions that Coker d,* N A’ Coker o* (1 < t < n); hence the lemma gives: 
grade In-,+ r(o) = grade ann /i’ Coker p* = grade Z,y,(d,) (2) 
for 1 < t < n. 
Suppose now the grade of (a,,..., a,) is n. The Koszul complex K being 
exact, all the complexes (1.t) are acyclic and provide R-free resolutions of 
Si Coker q. It follows from the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud exactness criterion [6] 
that grade Zcy,(d,) > t, and by (2) the proposition follows. 
Remark. The criterion of Proposition 1 can be deduced from, and is in 
fact equivalent to, the case of projective dimension 1 of Weyman’s main 
result [22]. We have preferred to give the direct proof above, since the 
perspective is different, and part of the argument will be needed later. 
2. THE SYMMETRIC ALGEBRA OF A MODULE OF 
PROJECTIVE DIMENSION 1 
We start by recasting the result of the previous section in the framework 
of symmetric algebras, and adding a few remarks. For the rest of this section 
we fix a free presentation 
FLG+M+O (3) 
of the R-module M with F and G free R-modules of rank n and m, respec- 
tively. Recall that M is said to have rank r if Mp is R,-free of rank r for all 
P E Ass R (cf. [ 18, Sect. 61). 
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PROPOSITION 3. The kernel of the canonical epimorphism S, G -+ S,M 
of symmetric algebras is a complete intersection of grade n in S, G if and 
only if the inequalities grade Z,(q) > n - k + 1 hold.for 1 < k < n. 
When these conditions are satisfied, one has 
(1) cp is injectiue (hence h4 has rank m - n), and dim S,M = dim R + 
rank M; 
(2) S,M is locally Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein, complete inter- 
section) tf and only tf R has the corresponding property; 
(3) the complexes (1.t) are exact for t > 1 and provide R-free 
resolutions of Sl, M. In particular, pd, S’M < l(t) = min(t, n), with equality 
holding tf and only tf I, _ ,(,, + ,(cp) f R. 
Proof (1) The injectivity of 9 is equivalent to the requirement 
grade Z,,(q) > 1. The symmetric algebra being non-negatively graded, its 
dimension equals the supremum of the heights of ideal Q’ of the form 
P 0 0, >,, S’M, where P is a maximal ideal of R. Let Q denote the maximal 
ideal of S, G = R (X] generated by P and the indeterminates. After 
localization at Q the images of the basis elements of F form a regular 
sequence; hence htQ’ = htQ - n = htP - n + m. 
(2) From the stable character of the Cohen-Macaulay (resp. 
Gorenstein, complete intersection) property under adjunction of indeter- 
minates and factorization of regular elements (cf. [lo], resp. [20, 2]), it 
follows that under the assumptions of the proposition S,M inherits the 
corresponding property from R. For the converse, consider the local 
homomorphism of local rings R,-, R[X], + (S,M),,. Since the first one is 
faithfully flat and the second one is obtained by factoring out a regular 
sequence, the Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein, complete intersection) 
property ascends from (S,M),, to R, (cf. [ 10, 20, 21). 
(3) The exactness of the complexes (1.t) has been noted in the proof 
of the preceding proposition. Dualizing such a complex, we see that for 
t < n, Exth(S’M, R) N ,4’ Coker (p*; hence in this case the equivalence of 
pd, S’M = t to I, -,+ ,(rp) # R follows from Lemma 2. When t > n and 
Z,(q) # R, we can localize at a prime containing Z,(q) and obtain a minimal 
complex; on the other hand, if I,(q) = R, a cyclic direct summand of F splits 
off G; hence we can conclude by induction on n that pd, S’M < n. 
Recall that an R-module N is called q-torsion free if 
(a,) every R-regular sequence of length q is N-regular. 
Two related conditions are 
(b,) for every prime ideal P of R, depth NP > min(q, depth R,); 
(So) N is a qth syzygy. 
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These conditions are linked by the implications (s,J * (b,) * (a,). All three 
are equivalent for modules of finite projective dimension (and arbitrary R 
and q) [ 1, (4.2511, and also for arbitrary modules when R is a normal 
domain and q < 2 [ 17, Proposition 11. In both cases the 2-torsion free 
modules are the reflexive ones. For the next proposition, which is the main 
result of this paper, we switch from determinantal ideals to Fitting 
invariants: F,(M) = Im-k+l(~). Note that for a module M with rank, 
F,(M) = 0 for k < rank(M). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let M be a rank r, m-generated module of projective 
dimension <l. For any integer q > 1 the following are equivalent: 
(i) for all t > 0, S’M is q-torsion free; 
(ii) grade F&W) > k - r + q for r + 1 < k < m. 
Proof. Both conditions being local on R, we can assume the map o in the 
free presentation (3) to be injective, and the rank of the free module F to be 
n=m-r. 
Supposing (ii) holds, we know from the previous proposition that 
pd, S’M < I(t). It follows that for a prime P such that depth R, > Z(t) + q, 
depth(S’M), = depth R, - pd,JS’M), > q. Consider now a prime P with 
depth R, < I(t) + q < n + q. Then Ii(q) c! P; hence over R, the module iWp 
admits a free resolution 0 -+ F’ +V’ G’ + Mp + 0, obtained by factoring out of 
(3)p a subcomplex of the form R, = R,. Since IkeI = Ik(v))p, we have the 
inequalitiesgradeI,~,(rp’)~(n-l)-(k-1)+1+qfor1,<k=l~n-l; 
hence by induction on n, starting from the obvious case n = 0, we conclude 
depth(S’M), > min(q, depthR,). 
In order to show the reverse implication, it suffices to prove the complexes 
(1.t) are exact for 1 < t < n. Indeed, S’M in such a case is a qth syzygy; 
hence the complex (1.t) is extendable to the right by an exact complex of 
finitely generated projective modules of length q- 1. The 
Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion and Eq. (2) then imply grade Z,_t+ ,(o) > 
q + t, which is condition (ii). 
Let a, ,..., a, be the images in G = S’G c S, G of a set of basis elements of 
F. By Proposition 3 the exactness of the complexes (1.t) will be proved once 
we show that the ais generate an ideal Z of grade n. The exact sequence (3) 
localized at the multiplicatively closed subset V of non-zero-divisors on R 
becomes a split exact sequence of free V-‘R-modules. In particular, the 
elements a, ,..., a, localize to a subset of a basis of the free module V-‘G, 
and hence form a regular sequence on the polynomial ring T= S,-,, V-‘G. 
By our assumption of torsion-freeness, V is contained in the set U c S, G of 
non-zero-divisors on S,M, hence U-‘S,G is a localization of p, in 
particular, a, ,..., a,, localize in U-‘S,G to a regular sequence of length n. 
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According to a result of Eisenbud et al. [S], this implies that for every prime 
Q of S, G, which contains I, a, ,..., a, form an (S, G),-regular sequence, i.e., 
grade I = n. 
As an immediate application of the proposition (with q = 1) we note that 
Huneke’s result [ 141 is valid, even in a slightly extended form, without 
Cohen-Macaulay hypotheses on the ring. This has been independently 
observed by A. Simis and W. Vasconcelos (to appear in the Proceedings of 
the VI Algebra Meeting, UFPE-Recife, Brazil, July 1980). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let M be a rank r, m-generated module of projective 
dimension <l, and let R be an integral domain (resp. a reduced ring). Then 
S,M is a domain (resp. a reduced ring) if and only if grade F,(M) > 
k-t+lforr+l<k<m. 
We now give an extension of some results of Samuel [ 171 and of Hochster 
[12]: 
PROPOSITION 6. With M as in the previous proposition, let R be a 
normal domain. The following are equivalent: 
(i) S,M is a normal domain and the extension R c S,M satisfies 
condition PDE (hence induces an isomorphism of divisor class groups); 
(ii) gradeF,(M)>k-r++for rf 1 <k<m. 
Moreover, S,M is a factorial domain tf and only if R is factorial and 
conditions (ii) are satisfied. 
Proof. Fossum [9, (10.7)] h as shown that condition PDE is satisfied if 
and only if S’M is reflexive for every t > 1, and in this case the induced map 
of class groups is an isomorphism [9, (10.1 l)]. Now apply Proposition 4 
with q = 2. The statement about factoriality is obtained from the same 
proposition and Samuel’s theorem [ 17, Theoreme 1; 9, (10.6)]. 
Remarks. (1) Proposition 6 in particular contains the statement that 
(in Hochster’s [ 121 terminology) the property of a Noetherian ring to be 
“normal with divisor class group equal to D” is 3-stable: this is proved by 
Hochster for D = 0 (and his argument is extendable to the genera1 case). 
For an example let Y = ( Yji) be a generic m x n matrix and X = (Xi) be a 
generic 1 X m vector over the normal domain K. Then for n Q m - 2 the ring 
S=K[{Yjil~ {xjlI/~l(W is a normal domain, and the injection K --) S 
induces an isomorphism of class groups. The case n = m - 1 is of special 
interest and will be treated in Proposition 11. 
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(2) Let x i,...,+, be an R-regular sequence, generating a proper ideal. 
Consider the R-module M with free presentation given by the p + n - 1 X n 
matrix 
A= 
XI 
x2 Xl 
x3 x2 XI 
x3 x2 ‘., 
x3 ‘. 
xp : 
xp : 
XP 
0 
0 
Xl 
x2 Xl 
x3 x2 
x3 
xp ! 
XP 
Since (x, ,..., x,)” = Z,(A) c I,- ,(A) ... c I, (A) = (x, . . . . x,), one has grade 
F,(M) =p for p < k <p + n - 1. 
Suppose p > n. By Proposition 3, pd, S’M < min(n, t). If the prime p does 
not contain (xi ,..., xp), then Mr, is Rp-free, hence depth(S’M), = depth R,. If 
p 3 (Xl ,***, x,), then depth(YM), = depth R, - min(n, t) >p - min(n, t). We 
see that for all p E Spec R, depth(S’M),> min(p - min(n, t), depth RP), 
hence S’M is (p - min(n, t))-torsion free. 
In particular, with n = 2, p = 3, we obtain a reflexive module of rank 2, 
whose symmetric algebra is torsion-free but not reflexive. An example of this 
type over a three-dimensional regular ring has been constructed by Samuel 
[ 171, who produced a module of rank 3. 
On the other hand, with p = n, we see that S’M is torsion free precisely for 
0 < t < II - 1. This answers in the negative a question of Corsini and Micali 
[23, p. 741. 
3. THE SYMMETRIC ALGEBRA MODULO A DETERMINANTAL IDEAL 
Keeping the notation of the previous section, we suppose now the 
homomorphism (D in the free presentation (3) to be injective. Further we set 
Z= Z,(v), R= R/Z, M = M OR R= M/ZM. For reasons mentioned in the 
Introduction and for others to come, we are interested in the symmetric 
powers and the symmetric algebra of n? over R. Our first aim is to build 
complexes of free R-modules over S,,, M/ZM and investigate their acyclicity. 
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With the understanding that SIG = 0 when j < 0, we set 
C;., = LI”-~F* @ St-qG; 
C;,, = A”-%* @ St-G; 
c;,, = y A”F @ . . . @Afp-lF@/jn- 4+t,+..‘+tp-Q @ St-4G, 
4+ I<tl<n 
1 <tj<” 
j=Z,....p-1 
for2<p<m-n+ 1; 
c;,, = 0 forq<Oorq>n- l,andforp<Oorp>m-n+ 1. 
Denote by 6 the R-linear map A’G* @ SjG -+ Ait ‘G* @ S” ‘G given by 
left multiplication in the algebra AG* 0 SG with the image of the identity 
map under the composition of canonical homomorphisms: 
Hom(G,G)rG*@G=A’G*@S’G4AG*@SG. 
If x , ,..., x, is the basis of G* dual to the basis X, ,..., X,,, of G, then 6(l) = 
C’!! I xi @ Xi. In the formulas below we use the notation V(U) for the image 
of u E AS/V under the action of v E AiN* for the interior product, and U(V) 
for the action of AN on AN* (for details cf., e.g., [7, Sect. 11. Now we define 
R-linear homomorphisms: 
4.q: C;,q -+ C;- 1.q and d;:,: CL,, + Cj,q-, 
by the formulas: 
d:,,Ca 0 g) = A”-‘v*(p) 0 g; 
d;,,(f, 0 ... Of,-, OPOg) 
= (-l)“f,O ***Of,-*Of,-,umg 
P-1 
+ 1 (-l)““f, @ .** ofh~fh+,o~~~ofp-1oPog~ 
h=l 
for2<p<m-n+ 1; 
db’,q(a 0 g) = f P*(xj> Og; 
j= I 
d;:,V 0 g) = WJ 0 g>; 
d;‘,(f, 0 ..a Of,-, OPOg) 
=(-l)=:d’“f’f,@ *.. Of,-,@S(p@g) 
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0 “‘O fp-1 OPOxjg3 for2<p<m-n+ 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. (1) The R-free modules CL= Optqyr Ci,, and the 
maps d: = C,,, -r d;,, + d;‘,,: Cc + C:-, form a complex C’ with H,(C’) = 
Sk/,M/IM. 
This complex is exact when the conditions 
grade Z,(q) > m - k + I, l,<k<n, 
are satisfied, hence in this case pd, Sk,,M/IM < min(m - n + 1 + t, m). 
(2) Under the same conditions on the grades of the determinantal 
ideals of (D as in (1) the kernel of the canonical homomorphism S, G + 
SR,,M/ZM is a perfect ideal of grade m. 
(3) When the conditions 
grade Z,(p) = m - n + 1, 
grade I,(q) > m - k + 1 + 4, forl<k<n-1, 
are satisfied, S’M is q-torsion-free over Z?, for t > 0 
Proof. Let v be the degree zero homomorphism of graded free S, G- 
modules G* OR S, +O*@’ F* @R S, G, and let 0: S, G -+ G* OR S, G be the 
degree one homomorphism of S, G-modules sending 1 to x7=, xi @ Xj. Then 
C’ is simply the homogeneous (with respect to the grading of the symmetric 
algebra) part of degree t of the complex K(w, 0) constructed in [ 3, Sect. 3 1. It 
is proved there that H,K(y/, 0) = S, G/(Z,(v) + Z,(~tY)), which is naturally 
isomorphic to S,,,M/ZM, and that the complex is exact if and only if the 
grade of the ideal .I = I,(v) + I, (I@) is not less than (and hence equal to) m, 
in which case J is perfect. We see that (2) implies (l), and that both follow 
from the inequality grade J > m. To prove this note that by Proposition 3 the 
ideal q(F) S, G can be generated by a regular sequence of n elements, say, 
a,,..., a,. On the other hand, by hypothesis Z,(q) contains R-sequences of 
length m - n, so let 6, ,..., b,,-, be one of them. Writing our assumption on 
grades in the form grade Zk(~) > n - k + 1 + (m - n), Proposition 4 applies 
to show that the bj’s form a regular sequence modulo the ideal generated by 
the ats, which proves the claim. 
To establish (3) we can check that condition (b,) holds in exactly the 
same way as has been done in the first part of the proof of Proposition 4, so 
we skip the argument here. 
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Remark. The study of the homological properties of ideals generated by 
“a sequence and a matrix” was performed by Northcott [ 161 when m = n, 
continued by Herzog [ 111 for m = n - 1, and carried out in the general case 
by Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [7], whose complex could also have been used 
to construct resolutions for the symmetric powers of M/IM. That there are 
advantages from looking at the Northcott-Herzog-Buchsbaum-Eisenbud 
singularities from the point of view of symmetric algebras can be seen from 
the following proposition and its proof. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let K be a normal domain and let X and Y be matrices 
with entries algebraically independent over K, of shapes 1 x m and m x n, 
respectively. Then the ring 
S=Kl~XjIl<j&m~ 1 Yji~l~j~~,l~i~~ll(z~(Y) + II( 
is a normal domain when n < m, and for I ( n < m the inclusion K-+ $ 
induces an isomorphism of divisor class groups: 
Cl(K)@! rr. Cl(g). 
Proof: Identifying s with SR,,A4/ZM, where R = K[ Y] and M is the 
cokernel of the map R” + R” given by the matrix Y, we see that the 
conditions of Proposition 7(3) are satisfied with q = 2. Now R/I,(Y) is 
known to be a normal domain with class group equal to Cl(K) @ L, cf. 151. 
By the results of Samuel and Fossum the inclusion R/Z+ s induces an 
isomorphism of class groups. 
Remark. Assuming only the equality grade I,(p) = m -n + 1, and 
filtering the complexes C’ by the degree q, we obtain complexes of R- 
modules, consisting of perfect R-modules, and whose zero-dimensional 
homology is S&,M/ZIW: 
(here G= G @JR R and Lj = Coker /ijq*). In the special case when 
m = n + 1 and R is Cohen-Macaulay these complexes were obtained in [4] 
as “approximation complexes” in the sense of Simis and Vasconcelos, and 
were used to study the higher conormal modules of a codimension 2 
embedding. 
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4. THE CONORMAL STRUCTURES OF A CODIMENSION 2 EMBEDDING 
In this section we shall denote by Z an ideal of projective dimension 1, 
generated by n + 1 elements; if it contains a non-zero-divisor, Z is said to be 
faithful. This is so in particular when Z admits a (finite) free resolution 
O-F+” G -+ Z -+ 0 (with rank F = n, rank G = n + 1). In this case, by the 
theorem of Hilbert and Burch, Z = xl,(q) for some non-zero-divisor X, which 
is invertible if and only if Z is perfect, if and only if height Z = 2. If R is 
regular with projectives stably free, then the perfect ideal of height 2 are 
precisely the defining ideals of Cohen-Macaulay subschemes of pure 
codimension 2 in Spec R. 
We write .‘Y(Z, R) for the Rees algebra a,,, Z’ (P = R) and gr,(R) for the 
associated graded ring @,,, If/Z’+‘. Consider the commutative diagram of 
R-algebra homomorphisms: 
in which the vertical maps are induced by tensorization with R/Z over R, the 
maps from S, G are induced by the projections G + I+ Z/Z’, p and 71 are 
isomorphisms in degree one extended to algebra maps using the universal 
property of the symmetric algebra. Note that all the maps are surjective. The 
information that we have about some of the kernels is summarized in 
PROPOSITION 9. Let Z be a faithful ideal of projective dimension 1, 
generated by n + 1 elements. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) p is an isomorphism; 
(ii) r is an isomorphism; 
(iii) grade F,(Z) > k, for 2 < k < n + 1. 
When these conditions hold, the kernel of v is locally generated by a 
regular sequence of length n, hence .%(I, R) is locally Cohen-Macaulay 
(resp. Gorenstein, complete intersection) if and only if R has the 
corresponding property. 
When furthermore Z is per$ect, the kernel of p is (locally over R) a 
Gorenstein ideal of grade n + 1, hence gr,(R) is locally Cohen-Macaulay 
(resp. Gorenstein) when this is true for R. 
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Proof Denote by V the set of non-zero-divisors of R and consider the 
commutative diagram of algebra homomorphisms, in which the vertical 
maps are localizations (we use the canonical identification of V’(S,Z) with 
s,-,, v- ‘I): 
s,z ----L .%‘(Z, R) 
I I 
s,-,, v- ‘I v’p V I.,#( V- ‘Z, V-- ‘R) 
Since Z contains a regular elements, V’Z = V ‘R, hence V ‘p is an 
isomorphism. The right vertical map is a monomorphism, .‘%‘(I, R) being 
torsion free over R as a submodule of a polynomial ring. It follows that 
Ker p = 0 if and only if S,Z is R-torsion free; hence Proposition 4 implies 
the equivalence of (i) and (iii). On the other hand, Valla has shown that (i) 
and (ii) are equivalent for arbitrary ideals [ 19, (1.3)]. The last two 
statements follow from Propositions 3 and 7, respectively, together with 
Herzog’s result that in the case of an n x n + 1 matrix, the ideal J introduced 
in the proof of Proposition 7 is Gorenstein. 
COROLLARY 10. Let I denote an n + l-generated perfect ideal of 
projective dimension 1. 
(1) WhengradeF,(Z)>kfor3<k<n+l,onehas 
pd, Z’/Z*+ ’ < m(t) = min(t + 2, n + 1), 
with equality holding zf and only tf F,,,,(Z) # R. 
(2) When grade Fk(Z) > k + 1 for 3 < k < n + 1, then gr,(R) is a 
torsion-free R/Z-module. 
Zn particular, when I is prime, I”’ = I’ for t > 0. 
(3) When grade F,(Z) > k + 2 for 3 < k < n + 1 and R/Z is a normal 
domain, then gr,(R) is a normal domain and the inclusion R/Z+ gr,(R) 
induces an isomorphism of divisor class groups. 
Proof. We can assume that R is local; hence Z has a free resolution and 
Z= Z,(o). Proposition 7(3), applied via [ 13, (1.1); 9, (10.1 l)] gives parts (2) 
and (3). 
The inequalities on pd, P/Z’+ ’ in (1) are given by Proposition 7(l). In 
order to prove the criterion for equality we invoke the complexes C’ of the 
previous section. For the case under consideration of an n + 1 x n matrix cp 
these are the complexes associated to the double complexes: 
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0 0 
1 1 
O+ Aq+lF@St-qG + AQF@ Stpq+’ G -+ . . . 
1 1 
O~nn-4,*OSt-qG~/In--q+1G*OSt-q+1G, . . . 
1 1 
O+ A”-qF* @ St-4G + /jn--q+‘F* @ St-q+‘G + . . . 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
+ A*F@S’-‘G + F@S’G -0 
1 1 
,A"-' G*@S'-'G+A"G*@S'G+O 
1 1 
+ /in-' F* @ S”G -t A*F” @ S’G 
I 
0 
The top line is a truncation of the complex (1.t); the other two lines are 
homogeneous parts of AG* @ SG and AF* @ SG, the differential being 
given by left multiplication with 2 xj @ Xj and C o*(xj) @ Xj respectively; 
the lower vertical differential is A ‘rp @ S ‘G, while the upper one is-up to 
sign-the composition A’FOS”GjA’“Or”‘A’GOS”GrAnt’-‘G*O 
S”G. 
Our claim being clear when t = 0, we consider first the case 1 < r < n - 1. 
Filtering the complex Hom,(C’, R) “by the number of lines,” and using the 
equality E{” = 0, which readily follows from the construction of the 
differentials, we see that in the obtained spectral sequence E:* = EL* = 
Ext~*(S$,Z/Z*, R), and this module is the tth homology group of the dual of 
the top line, i.e., is isomorphic to At+ ’ Coker (o*. From Lemma 2 we know 
that the last module is zero if and only if F,, *(I) = Z,_,(p) # R. 
When t > n and Z,(p) #R, the differential CL* + Ci+ r* has entries in the 
maximal ideal of R, hence is not an epimorphism. On the other hand, when 
Z,(o) = R, we can conclude by induction that pd, S$,Z/Z’ < n + 1. 
Remarks. Parts (1) and (2) of the corollary generalize the results 14, 
Sect. 31, where (except for the case t = 1) Cohen-Macaulay or Gorenstein 
hypotheses were required. Previously, for a generic matrix over a field, 
Hochster [ 13, (2.2)] had proved that Zo’ = I’, and, unpublished, that gr,(R) is 
Cohen-Macaulay. Under the same assumptions Huneke [ 15, (4.2)] has 
proved that the class group of this ring is isomorphic to that of R/Z. This 
statement is contained in part (3) of the corollary. 
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PROPOSITION 11. Let K be a normal domain and denote by R the 
polynomial ring KI(YjiJl~j(n+*.l<i(nI in n(n + 1) indeterminates, and by I 
the ideal I,(Y). 
Then S,I = .‘$((I, R) (resp. gr,(R)) . 1s a normal domain, for which the 
inclusion of the subring K induces an isomorphism Cl(K) @ Z = Cl(S,Z) for 
n > 1 (resp. Cl(K) @ Z N Cl(gr,(R)) for n > 2). 
Proof. For the associated graded algebra the claim follows from the 
previous remarks and the theorem of Bruns [5]. 
It follows from Proposition 5 that S = S,Z is a domain. In order to prove 
that it is normal it suffices, in view of the faithful flatness of S over K, to 
treat the case when K is a field (cf. [lo]). But under this assumption S is 
Cohen-Macaulay by Proposition 3, and it is also regular in codimension 1, 
as is immediately seen from the Jacobian criterion. 
We shall compute Cl(S) by induction on n. When n = 1, S = 
KIX, 3 X, 3 Y, 1 YzI/(X, Y, - XI Y,>, and the isomorphism Cl(K) @ Z v Cl(S) 
is well known (cf. [ 9, (14.9); 5 I). 
Suppose now n > 1 and let y denote the image of Y,, in S. Note that 
S/(y) is the symmetric algebra over R= K[ Y]/(Y, ,) of the module li;i with 
R-free presentation given by the n + 1 x n matrix Y= (iTji), Y,, = 0, 
yii = Yii for (j, i) # (1, 1). Writing Y’ for the square matrix obtained by 
deleting the first row of y, we have 
gradeZ,(Y)>gradeZ,(p)=(n-k+ l)*>n-k+2 for 1 <k<n- 1. 
On the other hand, since the determinant of p is a prime element in R, and 
it divides no other maximal minor of F, we see that grade 1,,(F) = 2. 
Proposition 5 implies that S/(y) = S$i is a domain, i.e., y is a prime 
element in S. Nagata’s theorem [9, (7.3)] implies that S -+ S, induces an 
isomorphism of class groups. By elementary transformations over S, of the 
matrix Y, it is easily seen, as in the proof of Proposition 1, that S, is 
isomorphic to the polynomial ring in the 2n - 1 indeterminates Yli, 
2 Q i < n, and Yji, 2 <j < n + 1, over the symmetric algebra S, ,(I,- i( Y’)), 
with R’=K[Y,,, Y,‘, {Y;i}Zcj(n+l,2<iGn], the Y;i’s being algebraically 
independent over K. The proposition follows by the induction hypothesis and 
Gauss’ lemma. 
EXAMPLE. In [ 171 Samuel has given an example of a torsion-free module 
over a unique factorization domain, for which S,M is a normal domain with 
non-trivial class group. His example is the case n = 1, K a field, of the last 
proposition. 
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